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THE importance OF identifying
THE TEINSETENSE CARRIER IN SIMPLE

affirmative SENTENCES
by yao shen

there are two tenses in english and two only thetheyy are the present tense and the past
tense tense refers to the present or past formkormlorm of the worwordd for example

WORD PRESENT PAST

be amisam is was
are were

have have has had

do do doesdoes did

will will would

will will wills willed

can can could

can can cans canned

tense and time are not the same there are three references to time present past and
futuretensefuture tense and time in the samesentencesame sentence do not always have a one to one relationship
for example I1

TENSE TIME TENSE TIME

1 Is he there right now present present
2 was he there yesterday past past
3 Is he there all the time present pres

TENSE TIME TENSE TIME

1 Is he there right now present present
2 was he there yesterday past past
3 Is he there all the time present present past future
4 Is he leaving this moment present present
5 Is he leaving tomorrow present future
6 was he leaving tomorrow past future
7 was he leaving today past present
8 was he leaving yesterday past past
9 has he patience all the time present present past future

10 does he have patience all the time present presentDresentbent past future
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the purpose here is not to take up the TS also operates in yes no questions in

relation between tense and time but to other expanded predicates since an
demonstrate the importance of identifying expanded predicate begins with either an
the word which carries tense in a sentence auxiliary or a modal A few examples are as

the word which carries tense will be referred followfollows
to as the tense carrier two kinds of auxsauis T S

sentences are dealt with here they are the are they done
simple affirmative yes no questions and the were they done
simple affirmative statements are they being donegrammar books frequently divide yes no were they being donequestions such as the first eight sentencesentencess

has he done it
yao shen is professor in the english had he done it

department at the university of hawaii an has it beendonebeen done
author of over 90 publications in 12 had it been done
countries she has also previously does he do it
contributedcontributed to this journal

did he do it
given above into two groups inm sentences modalsmedals T S
131 3 be is the verb V with the subject S of will it be donethe sentence following it VS in questionsinquestions

could it have484 8 be is the auxiliary aux followed by been done
the subject auxsauis this dual label of be as
the verb in VS and the auxiliary in auxsauis
is troublesome not only to the nonnativenon native TS also applies to elliptical yes no
speaker learning english but also to the questions in elliptical questions the tense
native speaker of english attempting to carrier which is the verb precedes the
understand the operations of the grammar in subject
his own language and teachers of english as

V S T S
a second language have the added burden of
choosing to teach has he patience 9 in Is he
VS or does he have patience 10 in was he
auxsauis has he

the entire problem perhaps can be hadhid he
simplified by remembering that in simple does he
yesmnoyes no questions the tense carrier whether did heit is the verb in VS or the auxiliary in
auxsauis precedes the subsubjectjectact TS for can hebe
example could he
VVSS T S will he

would he
Is he there
was he there there is a similarity among VS auxsauis
has he patience and modalsmedalsModalS it is that the verb the

auxiliary or the modal is the tense carrier
aux SSTT S

Is he leaving V S
was he leaving aux S T S
does he have patience modal S

in fact this TS extends to simple yes no
questions that begin with a modal the importance of identifying the tense
modal S T S carrier in statements is of equal significance

can you do it in statements the tense carrier whether it is

could you do it a verb an auxiliary or a modal follows the

will he come subject ST
would he come
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in this way a student can be guided by the
S V T deep grammar of TS for yes no questions

he is and ST for statements the students
he has language would have not only the necessary

tense carrier but also the tense carrier in itshe does relation to the position of the subject of the
he is there sentence an understanding of the necessity
he was there of the tense carrier in its positional relation
he has patience to the subject of the sentence could help

he had patience him produce simple affirmative yes no
questions and simple affirmative statements
in acceptable grammar

S auxAUXS T
references

he is leaving
he was leaving yao shen supplementation of
it is gone opposites in simple predicate expansion

TESL reporter vol 4 nos 141 4 fallit was gone
1970 summersummer19711971he has come yao shen co occurrence and

he had come non co occurrence of tense carrier and
it has been done verb in simple predicates TESL reporter
it had been done vol 5 no 3 spring 1972 676 7 10

he does have patience yao shen some distinctions among
he did have patience four grammatical items in english the

hawaii language teacher volume 15
number I11 march 197323301973231973 233023 30

S modalmodai S T
noteyou can do it the tense carrier in negative sentences

you could do it and tag questions will appear in a

he will come following issue of this magazine

he would come
it could be coming
it would have been done I1 teuTERtese reporterreporfer

the similarity among SV saux and
smodalsjodal is that the verb the auxiliary or the A quarterly publication of themodal carries the tense in the sentence english language institute and the

BATESL program of the church
8 V college of hawaii
S aux S T
S modal editor mrsurl alice pack assistant

professor of english and TESL
rather than teaching students to staff api hemi jovy moss

distinguish verbs auxiliaries and modalsmedals it
might be more profitable to make them pay articles relevant to teaching
attention to the word which carries the tense english as a second language in
in the sentence if the sentence is a yes no hawaii the south pacific and asia
question the tense carrier precedes the may by submitted to the editor
subject if the sentence is a statement the through box 157 the church
tense carrier follows the subject college of hawaii laie hawaii

96762 manuscripts should be
question T S double spaced and typed not
statement S T exceeding five pages


